Id. at E
; But see C . R . S (May , ) (statement of Senator Pryor during Rollcall Vote No.
Leg.), available at http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/F?r : :./ temp/~r WdcugS:e :. Senator Pryor described a particular victim of AIDS who "did not live in the so-called homosexual community of San Francisco or of New York. She was a surgeon in Little Rock, AR, a splendid surgeon, and that life is lost." Id. at S . 4 Thus, a two-word addition to the short title was enough to gather support for what was at the time a decidedly contentious piece of legislation. The Ryan White CARE Act is a prominent example of how Congressional short titles are inscribed today and was a key moment in both the evolution and revolution of short titles on America's bills and laws.
Congress has employed similar linguistic tactics throughout the years, albeit not with as much frequency as the contemporary fad for short title manipulation. Shortly after World War II, Congress enacted the National Security Act of 1947. This law changed the name of the War Department to the less controversial Department of Defense. 5 This change signi cantly affected the perception of appropriations to the department. A U.S. Admiral commented on the nature of the change by stating that [u] p till that time, when you appropriated money for the War Department, you knew it was for war and you could see it clearly. Now it's for the Department of Defense. Everybody's for defense. Otherwise you're considered unpatriotic. So there's absolutely no limit to the money you must give to it. 6 This linguistic manipulation is another interesting precursor prompting a study of how some bills and laws are named in regard to contemporary policymaking in the U.S. Congress. For instance, modern bills relating to the Department of Defense sound more positive than their predecessors. Instead of such names as the War Revenue Act of 1917, There were some indications that symbolic political marketing language was beginning to appear in congressional short titles during and after these formative years, but not to any signi cant degree. The Government in the Sunshine Act 16 was passed in the mid-1970s purportedly to provide for more openness in government agencies, although it came with a list of ten key exceptions, including national defense and foreign policy. The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 17 was an omnibus measure that included a plethora of smaller Acts aimed at reducing drug crime and violent crime. Although some tendentious and evocative short titles arose during the 1970s and 1980s, a healthy majority of short titles during these decades were bland and/or technical. As a previous piece of mine asserted, the 1990s ushered in many new types of short titles, and Congress has not abated since.
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This piece will describe the new types of bill naming that arose during the short title revolution and then quantitatively demonstrate ( ). Though, it was not called "political marketing" at the time, as this is a more modern term for the use of such tactics. I. M
To demonstrate the evolution of American short titles, I performed a targeted quantitative study of such names from the 93rd
). W J. O , C P P P ( th ed. ). Oleszek notes: "Naming the legislation might also be important. Upset with the large bonuses received by Wall Street executives whose rms received federal bailout funds, Vermont senator Bernie Sanders introduced a bill named the "Stop the Greed on Wall Street Act." An attractive title, such as the Freedom of Information Act, the American Dream Restoration Act, or an acronym like the USA-PATRIOT Act -"Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism" -could bring a bill useful media attention. "People are recognizing that interesting bill names can help bills get noticed and remembered," noted a House staffer. In what might be a rst for Congress, Don Young, R-Alaska, a former chair of the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, named a transportation bill after his wife, Lula, titling the measure the Transportation and Equity Act: A Legacy for Users, or TEA-LU." Id. at (citations omitted). 
Congress . The United States' of cial Congressional website "THOMAS" contains electronic records on all public laws from the ninetythird Congress (1973-75) to the present day.
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This time period is ideal for the current study as the onset of evocative naming arose in the 1990s. 28 Thus, acquiring information dating from 1973-2011 provides a clear picture of just how naming evolved in Congress during these crucial years. In total, I classi ed 10,167 public laws from the targeted time period.
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Although I mostly focused on those laws that employed short titles, I also charted the use of long titles, especially those that named objects, such as federal buildings, post of ces, etc. The data reveals that during the time period studied, Congressional short titles went through quite a transformation as new types of naming methods were emphasized, different words were added or dropped from titles, and much of the technical wording of previous years fell out of favor.
To determine the statistical signi cance of Congressional short title wording, I ran simple linear regressions, which provided an ef cient and straightforward method of testing the data. By setting the independent variable as "Congress," I was able to chart changes in the dependent variable of public law titles."
A. Types of Contemporary Short Titles
Before a more precise description of the quantitative data can take place, an explanation of how and what was targeted must be speci ed. After researching Congressional legislation for many years, I have identi ed four particular styles in which legislation is named and also identi ed some words that are common in contemporary short titles. The styles are as follows:
1. Personalized Titles.-This technique was utilized in the naming of the Ryan White CARE Act of 1990 discussed at the beginning of this Article and is found in a number of recent Acts which employ victims' names in the short title (e.g., the Kate Puzey Peace Corps Volunteer Protection Act of 2011, One may assume that many personalized Acts are private laws, but most come in the form of Public Laws. These pieces of legislation have legal and public policy effects far beyond what their personalized titles indicate. These types of titles were a focus of the below analysis. 37 2. Key Action/Attribute Titles.-Key action titles are quite common, employing language that explicitly states an action will take place. Common words used in these titles are "prevention," "protection," and more recently, "improving." In fact, this is perhaps the most tendentious of the different naming styles (i.e., this law will "protect" a certain segment of the population, or this law will "prevent" a certain crime from happening). Opponents of such measures are implicitly portrayed as aloof or unsympathetic to the speci c action referenced, which ultimately has political consequences. In terms of methodology, the following popular action words were chosen as "evocative" and tracked from the 93rd-111th Congresses: "control," "prevent," "protect," "improve," and "modernize. , at . On a methodological note, every short title that inscribed a person's name was used for this calculation, as I did not discern between the types of names used (i.e., a legislator or a constituent). Some, such as the Acts mentioned above, employ sympathetic gures; others may use the name of the legislation's writers or sponsors (e.g., Dodd-Frank Wall St. Reform and Consumer Protection Act). Either way, all legislation inscribed with a name on the short title was used in this study.
Protect ( ). Of course, all derivatives of these words were used as well (i.e. improving, improve-Attribute titles employ language in which particular characteristics may be applied to parties who propose such legislation and/or legislators who vote for or against the measure, such as: "responsibility," "patriotism," "accountability," etc. Most of the additions to attributable naming are adjectival. For a Congressperson, being labeled as either "pro-America" or "patriotic" is certainly a bene t, as is being labeled as "responsible" or "accountable." However, the attributes do not necessarily have to be overtly positive. Adding a word such as "emergency" can potentially attract more attention to a piece of legislation and perhaps even advance the piece faster through the legislative process.
For methodological purposes, the words chosen for this category that were classi ed as "evocative" and tracked were: "ef cient," "freedom," "America," "responsible," "accountable," "secure," and "emergency".
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Both the actions and attribute terms chosen have very little connection to the technical aspects of legislative drafting and statutory language and seem to provide short titles with language that is more tendentious and/or promotional. Again, gures below include the derivatives of all the terms as well (i.e. "American" or "accountability," etc. 4. Bland/Technical Naming.-These are titles in which none of the previous three titling methods have been employed and are more descriptive or technical in nature. As the below analysis will demonstrate, words associated with this subgroup were at one point extremely common but have become less so throughout the years. Because the names are not as explicit or tendentious in terms of policy statements or implications, a vote for or against these bills would not appear to carry as much weight. The resulting bills might still be considered controversial because of their contents (i.e. drug or crime legislation), but these laws usually do not contain any inessential controversial evocative terms or statements in their short titles.
The technical terms chosen for this category were those that closely corresponded with the technical aspects of short title drafting, including words that are common in legal and statutory language. For example, in the U.S. House legislative drafting manual, the word "amend" is recommended for use in a short title when a new bill is amending a particular piece of legislation. 48 Thus, this word was chosen for study. Other terms chosen for the bland/technical group were: "correct," "authorize," "revision," "appropriation," and "extension." ). There were likely more acronym measures Congress passed that THOMAS did not display as acronyms, for whatever reason. However, I gured that using the of cial legislative website as the main sampling frame would be the most authoritative way to gather the data. Any and all acronyms that were used in short titles (e.g. DNA, AIDS, etc.) or whole acronym titles (e.g. Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRI-OT ACT) Act of , Pub. L. No. -, Stat. ( )) were used to quantify these gures. If a short bill title had one word that was an acronym, it was included in this analysis (e.g. FDA Food Safety Modernization Act, Pub. L. No.
-,
). The author admits that both the evocative and technical words chosen are not exhaustive for either grouping. In terms of future studies regarding this topic, further suggestions of words in either category are more than welcome and should be pursued.
II. T (R)E E

A. Total Number of Short Titles/Long Titles/Resolutions
Short titles for legislation are not compulsory.
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If used, bills are usually referenced by their short titles. If not, the only title present on a bill or law is the long title, and the measure's bill number is more prominent. Thus, examining the number of short and long titles made it easy to gauge how popular short title use was throughout the time period studied. A ratio of short to long titles is included to provide the reader with a better idea of just how the phenomenon grew over the time period studied (resolutions are not included in the ratio numbers).
See H L . C , C ., H M D S (stating that short titles should only be used for major pieces of legislation); see also Jones, supra note , at . In general, the ratio of short titles to long titles increases until it crescendos in the 102nd Congress (1991 Congress ( -1993 , at 1.63/1. The pace of this increase is fairly steady, but there are some signi cant sharp increases (from the 100th to the 101st and from the 104th to the 105th). There does seem to be a noticeable decrease in short title use from the 107th Congress to the 111th, but the gures are still higher than the 93rd-99th Congresses. Also, the 110th Congress numbers come with a caveat: the reason there are so many long titles that year is because Congress decided to name so many post of ces and governmental buildings. Note: all information contained in Table through Table is on le with the author.
Figures for resolutions are inserted for informational purposes only. These gures are not included in the short to long ratio.
When the less consequential naming measures are eliminated, the ratio is very similar to the years surrounding it.
B. Acts on Name Changing
It is no secret that Congress enjoys naming things. In fact, over the time period studied, Congress became seemingly obsessed with namingusually government buildings and post of ces, but sometimes lakes, parks or other areas (e.g., "A Bill to designate the facility of the United States Postal Service located at 12877 Broad Street in Sparta, Georgia, as the 'Yvonne Ingram-Ephraim Post Of ce Building'").
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In the 110th Congress, such Acts reached an all-time high; over 30% of the bills passed were for the purpose of naming (mostly post of ces). These measures take virtually no time during the legislative process as they are usually tabled for passing in a swift manner, usually during quick clustered votes or "wrap up" sessions that do not require any discussion or debate. [ Vol. The above table shows the total number of short and long title Acts with the naming legislation eliminated. Nearly every naming bill uses a long title, so when they became especially popular from about the 106th Congress onward, they skewed the data regarding short and long title use. Eliminating them provides a more accurate picture of whether or not lawmakers used short titles or long titles for more common, non-naming bills. With the naming legislation eliminated, the short to long ratio rises above 1:1 in the 100th Congress and never retreats below, maxing out at 2.72:1 in the 109th Congress. Also notice that the 110th Congress, whose short/long ratio fell below 1:1 in Table 1 above, now has a ratio more consistent with the Congresses surrounding it. With the naming legislation removed, the numbers more clearly re ect the increasing popularity of short titles during the time period studied.
C. Short Titles/Long Titles with Naming Bills Eliminated
( ) -]
D. Short Title Word Length
Short title length is an aspect that could be relevant in analyzing the short titling revolution, as an increase in length may be consistent with an increase in evocative and/or technical wording used. According to Table  4 below, during the 100th Congress, short title length increased to seven words and did not fall below this level. The length increases from over ve words per title (94th and 95th) to over seven words per short title after the 100th Congress (1987-89) and has consistently uctuated around this mark since. The 109th Congress (2005-07) carries short titles to near the eight word mark (7.95/per short title). The frequency of use and increase in length of short titles does not alone demonstrate the revolution. The analysis of additional short title characteristics below completes the picture.
[ Vol.
E. Personalized and Acronym Titles
The use of personalized and acronym titles also became more prevalent in Congress over the past two decades, 56 a phenomenon demonstrated in Table 5 below. Personalized titles abruptly increased in popularity in the 105th Congress (1997-99) and have numbered in the teens and twenties ever since. The number of acronym titles gradually increased from the 99th Congress onward, and from the 109th Congress has remained in the tens. Both the personalized and acronym data are signi cant at the .01 level in linear regressions. See id. at (stating a gure representing the personalized total).
( ) -]
F. Evocative & Technical Wording in Short Titles
After classifying the short titles of Acts from 19 separate Congresses, it appeared that evocative terms such as "improve," "prevent," "protect," etc. were creeping into such titles, while the use of more technical terms, such as "amend" seemed to be decreasing. Based on the short title typologies developed above, for the purpose of this study, I tracked twelve "evocative" terms and six "technical" terms from the 93rd Congress forward. The results of the evocative words, which are mostly composed of key action/ attribute naming, are summarized in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 below. "modernize" were all signi cant at the .01 level linear regressions. Words signi cant at the .05 level were "secure" (.023) and "responsible" (.025).
Words signi cant at the .1 level were "ef cient" (.079) and "improve" (.056). The words "control" (.106), "emergency" (.604), and "protection" (.142) were not signi cant at any level in linear regressions. the use of words such as "ef cient," "America," "freedom," "accountable," "improve," and "modernize" has shown a marked increase. The word "freedom" was not used once from the 93rd to the 101st Congress, but ever since it has been in at least one short title per Congress. Similarly, "America" was used sparingly up until the 101st Congress, but ever since, it has averaged 7.3 uses per Congress.
It is interesting to note the difference in evocative word use from the 104th Congress onward. Bear in mind that the 104th Congress included the rst Republican-controlled House in nearly forty years.
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The 93rd-103rd Congresses used evocative words 33.5 times per term on average. However, the 104th-111th Congresses averaged 53.1 uses, nearly twenty more words per term. The bland/technical word data below has a correspondingly downward trajectory. Table 7 below includes the raw data for bland/technical word usage. The use of technical terms peaked in the 101st (1989) (1990) (1991) and 102nd Congresses (1991 Congresses ( -1993 at 109 and then fell off sharply after the 103rd Congress (1993 Congress ( -1995 . However, this is largely an illusion. Figure 1 below reveals that in percentage terms (some Congresses pass more legislation than others), technical term use was highest in the 94th Congress, though Table 7 does not re ect this. The use of such terms gradually declined from that point forward. The decrease in the use of the word "amend" appears to account for much of the change. "Amend" was used between thirty and fty times per term during the 93rd-103rd Congresses (1973 Congresses ( -1995 , but was not used more than eighteen times in one Congress from the 104th onward. The word "appropriation" also appeared much less frequently beginning with the 104th Congress.
Much of the change can be attributed to the Contract With America, which incorporated evocative short titling. Figure 1 demonstrates that while technical language in short titles was falling, evocative wording in short titles was increasing.
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In fact, among the The total results for technical wording are signi cant at the . level (. ) in a linear regression.
The two gures show the percentage of evocative and technical words in the number of short titles for each Congress. The number of technical and evocative terms for each Congress was divided by the number of short titles used in used each legislative session, producing the relevant output. Calculating it in this manner controls for sessions in which more short titles were used, and focuses on the number of evocative and technical terms.
words tracked in this study, the evocative wording percentage surpasses the technical language percentage in the 106th and the 108th Congresses. However, while other technical words were declining, one word drastically increased from the 108th-111th Congresses: "extension." The average for "extension" from the 93rd-107th Congresses was three uses per Congress; the average from the 108th Congress-111th Congress was 18.25 uses per term. Most legal scholars will likely pick up on what this means: an increase in sunset clauses or reauthorizations in legislation. However, the abrupt increase in their prevalence may come as a shock. Figure 1 . Evocative v. technical language used (93rd-111th Congresses) * The gure above is skewed by the fact that personalized titles are not included in the analysis. If included, the discrepancy and rise of evocative titles is much more apparent, as seen in Figure 2 below. Figure 2 demonstrates that evocative wording in short titles became more prevalent than technical wording beginning with the 106th Congress. The 110th Congress used .4 evocative words per short title, a usage rate comparable to that of technical language before its loss in popularity after the 103rd Congress. Figure 2 also demonstrates a noticeable decline in evocative language usage and a less signi cant decline in technical language usage that took place in the 111th Congress.
[ Vol. C This article demonstrates that over the past four decades, short titles of America's laws have undergone a revolution. As new typologies emerged, short title lengths became longer and more evocative words were inserted into the titles while more technical words were dropped. Ultimately, the face of public laws in America has been radically transformed. This manuscript sets the groundwork for future studies on the topic by displaying the important characteristics of short titles and how they have evolved throughout the years. Furthermore, it complements other qualitative works on the topic which suggest that short titles are no longer merely referential points but are used as legislative tactics, may affect the passage of legislation, are important components of the legislative process, and should be subject to some type of accuracy standard in terms of proper and improper short titles. See Jones, supra note , at ; Jones, supra note , at .
